In a previous study an ordered array o/N keys was considered and the problem of locating a batch ofM requested keys was investigated by assuming both batched sequential and batched binary searching. This paper introduces the idea of batched interpolation search, and two variations of the method are presented. Comparisons with the two previously defined methods are also made.
INTRODUCTION
The most common techniques for searching an ordered array residing in main memory are the ones described in detail in Ref. 8 , pp. 393-422: sequential, binary and Fibonacci search. Some other techniques are also proposed for searching, for example jump search, 17 polynomial search, 16 as well as interpolation search. For uniformly distributed values interpolation search seems the most promising, based on the average number of probes for the search of one element in an array. On the other hand, if we compare the running times, the performance of interpolation search decreases because the calculation of the array index is time-consuming.
In this paper we consider the problem posed in Ref. 11 , that is, to find out efficiently which element of a set of M sorted distinct keys exists in an array of length N, where N > M. Let us describe the method. Suppose we have a dense array in main memory consisting of TV sorted keys (say ascendingly), uniformly distributed and we want to detect which of the keys of a set of size M, which may or may not be uniformly distributed, exist in the array. If the keys are sorted in the same order as the keys of the array, the successful search of the first key of the set enables us to search for the second key in the remaining sub-array, i.e. the interval between the already-found key and the beginning of the array is exempted. Thus the original array shrinks continuously and the search becomes more efficient. In Ref. 11 an algorithm based on binary search was proposed. This technique named 'Batched Binary Search' ('BBS') was compared to 'Batched Sequential Search' ('BSS') (for the implementation of BSS in the environment of secondary storage see also Refs. 1 and 9), and was shown to outperform it up to a certain threshold value of M, which is a function of the variable N, beyond which BSS is preferable to BBS. Consider also that in Ref. 7 a similar problem was investigated, that of detecting whether a k-vector belongs to a set of n distinct fc-vectors. An algorithm compromising binary and sequential search was proposed to speed the search process.
Intuitively, it seems that binary search is not optimal, since it does not benefit from the knowledge that the keys may be distributed all over the array. In this paper we investigate the performance of two techniques (forming a family called 'Batched Interpolation Search' or 'BIS') under the following assumptions: (a) the cost metric is the number of probes and not the running time; (b) the keys of the array are uniformly distributed; (c) the M keys being searched for are uniformly distributed; and (d) the M keys are distinct and all of them exist in the array. The first (second) technique is based on interpolation and sequential (binary) search.
Interpolation search and BIS specifically may be used in a wide spectrum of applications. As reported in Ref. 12 , in computers with fast floating-point arithmetic handling, interpolation search is superior to binary search in all cases and should be preferred for both internal and external searching operations. In the case of external searching the cost metric should be the number of block accesses. In distributed systems communication cost dominates computation cost. Thus interpolation and BIS would be useful in this environment if applied by a processor with fast local memory which can also access information in a central memory and/or another processor more slowly. Interpolation and BIS could also be used for searching in optical discs, where the span capability provides access to adjacent tracks without moving the access mechanism. Since interpolation tends very fast to the required record, it would be fair to say that in the environment of optical discs the last access would be performed within one span and thus the search cost is minimised.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 the two variations are described and estimates are derived for the expected number of probes performed when the two techniques are applied. In Section 3 comparison of BBS and BSS is made and a breakpoint between BIS and BSS is defined, beyond which BSS is preferable to BIS. In Section 4 the effects of other assumptions are discussed.
ANALYSIS OF BATCHED INTERPOLATION SEARCH
First, we will describe briefly the simple interpolation search algorithm. For more information see Ref. 6 . THE COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 30, NO. 6, 1987 565
Suppose we have an ascendingly ordered array of length N with keys k t , where 1 < i ^ N. These keys are drawn from a uniform distribution over the range (k 0 , k N+1 ). Suppose that we are given a key value k and want to know whether k exists in the array or not. The array index to be probed is given by the equation:
Where [x] is the least integer greater than or equal to the real number x. If the key value k of this array index is equal to k, then the search terminates successfully. If the key value k' is greater (less) than k, then the search continues in the left (right) sub-array by interpolating to a new array index which is:
The procedure goes recursively until the key is found or the sub-array becomes zero. It has been proved that the mean value of probes for a successful interpolation search
where log is the base 2 logarithm.
We come now to our problem. In the two next sections the two variations of BIS are described and analysed. Note that we assume that the cost of sorting the M keys of the requested set is negligible.
First algorithm
The procedure begins as described above, but at the time when the first element of the set is found in the array we have additional information about the position of the successive elements: it is certain that they will lie to the right of the array index where the search stopped. Therefore the left sub-array may be exempted, and we continue searching for the rest of the elements in the right sub-array taken one by one in a sequential way.
In the following analysis we will use the fact that if a function/is concave downwards and S is a set of values, then /(average (*)) ^ average (/(*)) (4) xeS xeS
The relation (4) is proved in the appendix. To derive estimates for the expected value of the required probes to complete the search, we note that the expected width of the successively exempted array subintervals and the expected length of the shrinking array are given by equation:
where i is in the range (1, M). By combining formulae (3) and (4) it is derived that the expected value of probes to perform a BIS of this kind is
Since log is concave downwards the simplification is pessimistic, and the resulting formula is a close upper bound on the number of probes.
Second algorithm
Unlike the previous algorithm we do not start searching for the first element of the set, but we start choosing the middle element of the set. After the search of this element has terminated, the array has been divided into two sub-arrays (left and right). After the exclusion of the already-searched element the set has also been divided into two subsets (left and right), which contain equal numbers of elements or differ at most by one. Now the procedure continues recursively, for example the left With a reasoning based on expression (4) it is evident that formula (8) is a close upper bound on the number of probes.
COMPARISON BETWEEN BIS AND BBS (BSS)
From Ref. 11 it is known that, when searching for a set of M elements in an array of length N, the expected value of probes, when BBS or BSS are applied, is:
Therefore formulae (7) and (8) should be compared with formulae (9) and (10). Table 1 These equations cannot be transformed to a closedform formula for a given M. By applying the regression method to a sample of 20 equally distanced points in the The fact that the correlation coefficient -for both cases -is 0.999 demonstrates that the approximation is very accurate in this range. Fig. 1 presents the two lines described by equations (13) and (14). 
DISCUSSION
Nowadays there is a trend towards bigger and cheaper main memory. Performance evaluation when searching in main memory becomes more interesting. We proposed and analysed two techniques -called Batched Interpolation Search or BIS -based on interpolation search, which answer the problem of searching efficiently for a set of M sorted elements in an array of length N, which is also sorted in the same order. It is assumed that the elements of the array and the set are drawn randomly from a uniform distribution. It is shown that interpolation search and BISs are efficient techniques for searching in main memory provided the cost metric is the number of probes to the array. BISs outperform Batched Binary Search (BBS) for all cases and Batched Sequential Search (BSS) up to two certain breakpoints, which are approximated by equations (13) and (14) .
However, running time was not considered in the evaluation of the technique. It can be easily understood that the computation of the array index in the second algorithm of BIS is more expensive than that of the first algorithm of BIS, which in turn is more expensive than BBS and BSS, from the point of view of running time. Therefore, when we discuss main memory searching the computation required for BIS decreases the efficiency of the algorithm and therefore BBS becomes competitive to BIS.
The assumption of uniformity of attribute values in a file, as well as the assumption of uniformity of queries, have been proved to result in predicting only upper bounds of the expected cost. 3 Therefore, provided the keys of the array are uniformly distributed, if the M keys being searched for are not uniformly distributed, the binary form of BIS becomes more efficient. For example, suppose the middle key divides the array very unevenly. Then we search for half the keys in a short sub-array and half in a long sub-array. As an extreme case, with simple algebra, it can be proved that it takes much less time to search an array of length 1 and an array of length N than to search two arrays of length N/2. The worst case of this form of BIS is O{N log M), while without batching the worst case is 0(MN). In the case of not quite uniform distribution an approach like the ones in Refs 2 and 10, or simply combined binary and interpolation steps as in Ref. 15 , could extend BIS.
Another possible extension could investigate the case that some of the M keys do not exist in the array. Then algorithm and analysis should be modified to cover this case. Also, when secondary storage is used the cost metric is the number of block accesses, while the required computation is negligible compared with the time needed to perform an access. An interesting exercise is to investigate the effect of having bigger or smaller blocks in the performance of interpolation search generally, and of BIS specifically. Intuitively, it seems that the probability that the next access will demand the same block is higher by applying BIS than BBS. In this way block accesses are saved and additional gain is achieved. 
APPENDIX

Proof
The proof follows by induction.
The equality holds for n = i. We accept that relation (16) holds for n = k:
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We will prove that for n = k +1 the following relation holds:
Let 
